
. . . . 8
The German Ideology I:
More Antiphilosophy

In his work of  1844, Marx asserts that, under capitalism,
agents’ conceptions of how to realize their nature (their conceptions of
what I have called “the human self-realization activity”) are distorted.
He also believes that agents’ conceptions of how they are related to the
world (their conceptions of what, in the last chapter, I termed their
“fundamental relation to the world”) are also distorted. And Marx pro-
vides alternative conceptions of these things. Yet Marx seems, on his
own premises, to have no adequate justification, under capitalism, for
the assertions or the alternatives. I have read the Theses on Feuerbach as
claiming that revolutionary practice can make the missing justification
accessible, but I have argued that this tack, too, has its problems. In the
final three chapters I trace these issues and their descendants in The
German Ideology.

In this chapter I deal with Marx’s attack on Feuerbach and Bauer and,
indeed, on the Young Hegelians generally, with the new method he
thinks he has settled on, and with his belief that he has rid himself of
philosophy. In the next chapter I look at the conception of the good life
in The German Ideology, and at the change that text makes from Marx’s
earlier work. In Chapter 10 I examine The German Ideology’s critique of
morality.

The German Ideology brings to a close the line of development I have
been tracing. With it Marx thinks that he has made a change, that, as a
matter of method, he has abandoned the goal of shifting one’s stand-
point. He turns to a new method that he believes obviates the need for
such shifts. This does not, however, solve the problem of how to justify
a normative critique of capitalism. Still, in The German Ideology there is
a change in that problem’s structure. Marx now focuses less on the issue
of the agent’s relation/orientation to the world and no longer highlights
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a particular kind of activity as central for human life. More conven-
tional normative themes appear, and with them a picture of the good
life somewhat different from that of 1844. Nevertheless, once again the
question arises whether Marx can, without inconsistency, justify his
normative critique.

By the end of Chapter 10 I will have gone through several twists and
turns with respect to the same basic problem. I will have argued in
several chapters, with respect to several texts, that Marx’s strictures on
abstract thought hinder his ability to provide the justification he needs
for his normative critique of capitalism. At that point I question
whether Marx must be committed to those strictures. I question
whether, even granted Marx’s claims against philosophy (and against
morality), one must now, at present, under capitalism, abandon philo-
sophical thought, in particular moral philosophical thought.

1. Some General Comments

In terms of pages, most of The German Ideology consists of extended
attacks on Max Stirner’s 1844 book, The Ego and His Own, and on Bruno
Bauer’s writings from 1844 and 1845. As such, the book is the next
move in a local struggle: Bauer attacked communism and Feuerbach in
“The Species and the Crowd” and “What Is Now the Object of Criti-
cism?”; Marx and Engels, as avowed communists and (at that time)
Feuerbachians, attacked Bauer in The Holy Family and in the Deutsch-
Französische Jahrbücher; Bauer replied and attacked Feuerbach further
in “Charakteristik Ludwig Feuerbachs”; and Stirner attacked Feuer-
bach, Bauer, communism, and implicitly Marx and Engels in The Ego.
Marx and Engels now reply (and keep on replying) with tedious venom.

In this reply, Marx and Engels think they have proclaimed a change
from warfare within the Young Hegelian movement to warfare against
it. Although this is itself a typical Young Hegelian conceit (instantiated
in both The Ego and the post-1843 Bauer), the interest of The German
Ideology is in fact in the new direction Marx and Engels claim to be
taking.

They say that their target is the Young Hegelian movement in gen-
eral, presumably thus including the Bauer of 1841–43. In the famous
1859 Preface to The Critique of Political Economy, Marx says that, in
1845, he and Engels “resolved to work out in common the opposition
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of our view to the ideological view of German philosophy, in fact, to
settle accounts with our erstwhile philosophical conscience. The re-
solve was carried out in the form of a critique of post-Hegelian philoso-
phy” (KpÖ 10/22). The point of The German Ideology is not merely to
eviscerate Stirner and the post-1843 Bauer, writers explicitly hostile to
communism, but to mark out a position distinct even from current
socialists and from Marx’s and Engels’s own former philosophical men-
tors. In August 1844, Marx writes to Feuerbach that “you have provided
. . . a philosophical basis for socialism,” and he says “I am glad to have
an opportunity of assuring you of the great respect and—if I may use
the word—love, which I feel for you. Your Philosophy of the Future, and
your Essence of Faith, in spite of their small size, are certainly of greater
weight than the whole of contemporary German literature put to-
gether.”1 Less than two years later, Marx includes the views expressed in
those books as among the “innocent and child-like fancies [which] are
the kernel of the modern Young-Hegelian philosophy” (DI 13/23).2

Not surprisingly, many commentators see The German Ideology as
marking a deep break not just from Marx’s mentors but from his own
earlier views.3 And there is undoubtedly a change. Only textual exami-
nation can determine its content, but a few anticipatory points can be
made.

To begin with, despite the palpable break with Feuerbach, Marx him-
self denies that his views are substantively altered since 1843. He and
Engels, his co-author, several times declare the ideas in The Holy Family
and the Jahrbücher to be continuous with their current outlook. They
insist that the earlier books could have put the Young Hegelians on the
right track.4 (As late as the 1859 Preface, Marx approvingly cites the
1843 “Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right: In-
troduction” and refers to Engels’s “Outlines of a Critique of Political
Economy” from the Jahrbücher as a “brilliant sketch” on the critique of
economic categories [KpÖ 10/22]). Marx and Engels do disavow the
verbal form of their earlier discussions, the use of “philosophical phra-
seology,” specifically of “traditionally occurring philosophical expres-
sions such as ‘human nature,’ ‘species,’ etc.” (DI 217–18/236). What
they affirm as continuous is “the real trend of thought” (DI 218/236).

Marx and Engels certainly understate how far they have come from
1843. Beyond the rejection of Feuerbach, the most obvious and sig-
nificant development is that in The German Ideology the materialist the-
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ory of history takes the stage for the first time. There were undoubtedly
seeds of this theory in the earlier texts, but the change from acorn to
oak tree is a big one. If their own statements suggest a break it is with
the pre-1843 Marx, especially the Marx who edited the Rheinische Zei-
tung. More indirectly, there is also a break with Marx’s claims in the
exchange of letters in the Jahrbücher called “A Correspondence of
1843.” In The German Ideology, the Rheinische Zeitung is mentioned only
once and then as an organ of “liberal and radical,” not of communist,
theory (GI 96/112). This is an appropriate assessment, even of what
Marx wrote for it, since there he endorses “the more ideal and profound
view of recent philosophy . . . [which] considers the state as the great
organism, in which juridical [rechtliche], ethical [sittliche], and political
freedom must obtain their realization, and in which the individual citi-
zen in obeying the laws of the state only obeys the natural laws of his
own reason, of human reason” (AKZ 202/104). The German Ideology is
contemptuous of such views, but then so is “On the Jewish Question”
(published in the Jahrbücher). In The German Ideology, the “Correspon-
dence” is never mentioned. All the references to the Jahrbücher are to
“Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right: Introduc-
tion” and “On the Jewish Question.” This is as it should be, for in the
“Correspondence” Marx says that “[i]t will then become evident that
the world has long dreamed of possessing something of which it only
needs to be conscious in order to possess it in reality” (Br 346/144).
This was already incompatible with Marx’s 1844 view, and there is no
way to square it with The German Ideology’s claims.

There is thus a change from the earlier texts, but it is not the kind of
change often foisted on Marx: from “idealism” to “materialism” or from
a “philosophical” to a “scientific” Marx. This is not because in The
German Ideology Marx is a Hegelian, but because Marx’s attempt to
disentangle himself from what he calls “philosophy” began at least as
early as 1844. The German Ideology shows a difference in the treatment
of this theme, but it is a variation on the same theme. The “real trend
of thought” continues amid terminological change. For the 1844 Marx,
references to “human nature” or to the “species” were never as
metaphysically weighty as he now (to some extent mistakenly) takes
them to be for the Young Hegelians. I think that is why he does not
regard himself as having recently held the views he now attacks.

Much is new in The German Ideology. A methodological change is
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discussed in this chapter; a change in Marx’s conception of the good life
is discussed in the next. And, as noted, the materialist theory of history
is introduced. This does not, however, add up to a sudden break from
“philosophy.” To see The German Ideology in such terms is to have too
coarse a view of Marx’s complex and hostile relation to philosophy in
1844. It is also to have too coarse a view of that relation in The German
Ideology itself.

Parts of The German Ideology are remarkably original and sophisti-
cated, especially considering that Marx and Engels were in their mid- to
late twenties when they wrote it; parts are staggeringly crude. Much
consists of endless tirades against figures remembered only because
Marx and Engels wasted vitriol on them. Reconstructing the text means
separating polemics against straw figures from interesting attacks on
interesting positions.

I regard Marx as co-author of all parts of The German Ideology, in
contrast to The Holy Family, where he and Engels wrote separate sec-
tions. So I refer from now on only to “Marx” and not to the more
cumbersome “Marx and Engels.”

There is a large omission in my discussion. I do not deal with the
materialist theory of history. To do so properly would require looking at
Marx’s later texts, and it would shift the focus to questions in the phi-
losophy of the social sciences. Adequate treatment of that theory re-
quires a separate study.5

2. The Attack on the Young Hegelians

The German Ideology is a nearly six-hundred-page polemic. It has many
targets and many reasons for targeting its targets. In this section I try to
identify the most important line of attack.

At moments, the central enemy seems to be philosophers who claim
that the social world can be revolutionized solely by the force of their
own critiques—as if the pen were not just mightier than but altogether
obviated the need for the sword. Here is how The German Ideology
begins:

Hitherto [say the philosophers] human beings have always formed
false ideas about themselves, about what they are and what they
ought to be. . . Let us teach them, says one [Feuerbach], how to
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exchange these imaginations for thoughts which correspond to the
nature of human beings; says another [Bauer], how to take up a
critical attitude to them; says the third [Stirner], how to drive them
out of their heads and—existing reality will collapse.
  These innocent child-like fancies are the kernel of the modern
Young-Hegelian philosophy. . . (DI 13/23)

Shortly after The German Ideology, in a December 1846 letter to P. W.
Annenkov, Marx makes a similar attack on Proudhon: “Now you will
understand why Mr. Proudhon is the avowed enemy of all political
movements. For him, the solution of present-day problems does not
consist in public action but in the dialectical rotations within his head.
Because to him the categories are the motive force, it is not necessary to
change practical life in order to change the categories; on the contrary,
it is necessary to change the categories, whereupon actual society will
change as a result.”6 The references to making “existing reality” col-
lapse by getting rid of the wrong ideas make it sound as if Marx believes
the Young Hegelians (and Proudhon) hold that thinking literally makes
it so, that thought has a direct and immediate causal impact on the physi-
cal world. In places, Stirner is accused of just this view (DI 219/237;
417–18/432–33).7 And the lesson the editor of the Marx-Engels Collected
Works believes he has learned from the Eleventh Thesis on Feuerbach
is precisely that thinking does not make it so. The editor writes, “The
world cannot be changed by merely changing our notions of it, by
theoretically criticising what exists; it must be understood, and then,
proceeding from this, transformed by effective action, material revolu-
tionary practice. This thesis concisely formulates the fundamental dif-
ference of Marxist philosophy from all earlier philosophy, including
pre-Marxian materialism.”8 This has, oddly enough, frequently been
taken to be Marx’s great advance over his predecessors. But of course no
one, including the writers that Marx attacks in The German Ideology, has
ever believed that thought could change the world without action.

Indeed, the view is so manifestly absurd that, despite the fact that
Marx does certainly seem to attack it, I think it best not to see it as his
central concern, especially as two worthier targets suggest themselves.
They are:

1. The Young Hegelians do not care about practical political change.
The only thing they think wrong with the present and so in need of
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change is our conception of human nature. Institutions are not part of
the problem.

2. In practice, the Young Hegelians act as if all that needs to be done
is to change people’s ideas. Once they have demonstrated that existing
reality is at odds with correct ideas, they think that their job is done.
This is to act as if ideas are causally efficacious on their own. The Young
Hegelians wish their ideas to become practical, but they have no even
minimally plausible account of how this is to occur.

Charge 1 has considerable validity against the post-1843 Bauer and
against Stirner, but the Bauer of 1841–43 is quite committed to practi-
cal political change (see Chapter 3). In 1842, he writes Feuerbach that
“L’infâme is immortal if it is not demolished in politics and law,”9 and in
The Trumpet, as we have seen, he writes that “philosophy must be active
in politics, and whenever the established order contradicts the self-con-
sciousness of philosophy, it must be directly attacked and shaken” (Po
83/128; see also Po 82/128). And while Feuerbach is not so clearly
concerned with politics, in 1845 he at least claims to be “a commu-
nist,”10 and he does seem to have some (admittedly very vague) form of
political change in mind when he closes the 1843 preface to the Princi-
ples with the remark that “[t]he consequences of these principles will
certainly follow” (G 265/3).11

In the passages from The Trumpet, Bauer’s understanding of the rela-
tion of ideas to political change is the standard Young Hegelian one:
change of consciousness is a form of ground-clearing, a necessary con-
dition for social change but scarcely its equivalent. This position is
essentially Marx’s in The Holy Family, where he insists both that “[ideas]
cannot carry out anything at all” and that they can “lead beyond . . . the
ideas of the old world order” (DhF 126/119). It is also Engels’s in an
1843 review of Carlyle’s Past and Present: “[T]he proper social function
of talent [is] not in ruling by force but in acting as a stimulant and
taking the lead. Talent has to convince the masses of the truth of its
ideas, and it will then have no need further to worry about their applica-
tion, which will follow entirely of its own accord” (LE 548/466). And in
the 1843 “Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right:
Introduction,” Marx famously says that “[t]he weapon of critique can-
not, of course, replace critique by weapons, material force must be
overthrown by material force; but theory also becomes a material force
when it grips the masses” (KHE 385/182).
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Perhaps the Young Hegelians are often read as proclaiming the direct
power of thought because their polemics do emphasize the battle of
ideas. For instance, Bauer, in a famous 1841 letter to Marx, declares that
Marx should keep to his philosophical work rather than turning to
practical activity because “[t]heory is now the strongest practice.”12

This does not mean that Bauer thinks theory directly and immediately
produces practical change. His view here is like Engels’s in the 1843
“Outlines of a Critique of Political Economy.” Talking of the shift in
economic theory away from mercantilism to free trade, Engels declares
that the new theoretical “presuppositions . . . begot and reared the fac-
tory system and modern slavery, which yields nothing to ancient slavery
in inhumanity and cruelty” (Umr 500–501/420). It is not clear what
presuppositions Engels has in mind (one of them seems to be the belief
that human beings are inevitably driven by “avarice and selfishness”
[Umr 499/419]), but it does not really matter. His point is that a par-
ticular set of human beings, acting on particular beliefs (here, appar-
ently, beliefs about human nature as well as about the benefits of free
trade) made particular institutional changes, such as lowering tariffs,
and the net result was the conditions in which the factory system could
arise. Such influencing of human beings who would be the real causal
agents is the usual and perfectly sensible Young Hegelian picture.

It is unlikely that in The German Ideology Marx is disavowing these
earlier views. The quoted passages are from The Holy Family and the
Jahrbücher and, as noted, Marx claims to stick by those texts. The com-
plaint against the Young Hegelians is unlikely to be charge 1.

It could be charge 2. In the 1843 “Introduction,” Marx points out
that “revolutions require a passive element, a material basis” (KHE
386/183). Some group of agents must think that they have sufficient
reason and sufficient power to make a revolution. Unless one’s theory
includes a plausible account of who exactly will carry out the revolution
and why they will do so, one may seem, in practice, to be putting one’s
faith in the eventual efficacy of one’s ideas. The Young Hegelians are in
fact generally oblivious of this aspect of any serious theory of revolu-
tion. (For instance, in 1842, when conservative nationalists reproach
theory for being “impractical,” Bauer’s response is merely to appeal to
Faust—“the image of the German”—as a being who, like the Germans,
first needs a “magic potion”—that is, theory—before he can enter the
“movement of life” [DN 411–12]).13
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There are three things to note about charge 2. First, the flaw here
applies to most philosophers. Philosophical theories of what is wrong
with the present or what a proper state of affairs would be like have
usually neglected the issue of how to get from here to there. The Young
Hegelians ought not to be singled out as especially benighted. Second,
it is not obviously ridiculous to think that an idea will eventually turn
into action by imponderable and unpredictable means—that is, without
specification of a powerful agent whose needs the idea articulates.14

Third, the flaw here is irrelevant to the truth or rational grounding of
the Young Hegelians’ beliefs. The Young Hegelians may be wrong
about what follows in practice from attaining “critical” or “human” or
“egoistic” consciousness (DI 20/30). They could still be right that such
consciousness is correct consciousness, represents the standpoint or set
of beliefs that reveals what the world and human beings are truly like.15

All that said, charge 2 is very likely part of Marx’s complaint against
the Young Hegelians.

“It has not occurred to any one of these philosophers,” Marx writes,
“to inquire into the connection of German philosophy with German
reality, the connection of their critique with their own material sur-
roundings” (DI 20/30). Here, too, the charge is not clear. It might be:

3. The Young Hegelians think that the beliefs they criticize are de-
tached from particular human interests and arise regardless of social
and political conditions.

That charge would be false with regard at least to Bauer and Feuer-
bach. In Chapter 3, we saw that Bauer thinks that individuals’ political
interests have been the driving force of historical events (see, for in-
stance, J 94–95/99–100). And Feuerbach asserts that “God springs out
of the feeling of a lack; what the human being misses, whether this be
something definite and therefore conscious, or unconscious—that is
God” (WC 136/73); and “[o]nly in humanity’s wretchedness does God
have his birthplace” (G §29, 312/48; see also WC 454/296). Feuerbach
rarely infers from God’s attributes to specific social conditions—though
he does declare that “[o]nly the poor human being has a rich God” (WC
136/73)—but he is clear that, where religion exists, central human
needs have not been met. That religion is a stupefying consolation for
avoidable real-life misery—the “opium of the people” (KHE 378/175),
a phrase adapted from Bauer16—was a Young Hegelian commonplace.

Marx might nevertheless be making charge 3, but it seems worth
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looking for an additional different complaint. I think Marx is also say-
ing:

4. The Young Hegelians fail to see that economics is the basic level
for historical and social explanation.

This charge is accurate. Bauer is as harsh as Marx about the evils of
civil society (see Ga 213–14/198), but neither he nor Feuerbach focuses
on economics as explanatorily primary. For them, the reality of which
religion is the consoling expression is that of political, economic, and
ideological servitude, but not of forces and relations of production. And
while at moments Stirner says things that Marx actually echoes, Stirner
is clearly oblivious of economics. For instance, Stirner declares, “It is
not the idea of liberty that develops itself but human beings develop
themselves, and, of course, in this self-development develop their
thinking too.”17 Marx says, “Morality, religion, metaphysics . . . have no
history, no development; but human beings, developing their material
production and their material intercourse, alter, along with this, their
reality, also their thinking and the products of their thinking” (DI 26–
27/36–37). Both Stirner and Marx insist that ideas do not develop inde-
pendently but rather only as part and parcel of the general development
of human beings. For Marx, however, the latter development involves
the explanatory priority of “material production” and “material inter-
course.” Stirner’s “self-development” has nothing to do with such
things.

So the Young Hegelian’s failure, for Marx, involves their ignorance
both of the need to specify an agent for revolutionary change and of the
nature of social and historical explanation. Yet Marx’s settling of ac-
counts goes deeper. The Young Hegelians, he says, demand that we
“change consciousness” and “recognize reality by means of another
interpretation” (DI 20/30). This is to be done prior to social change.
Here, I think, is the basic Young Hegelian sin. They see that institu-
tional interests affect people’s beliefs but think that, having mentally
distanced themselves from such interests, their own beliefs are unaf-
fected. They recognize that particular beliefs grow in particular soils
but think that the rational basis of their own beliefs is unconstrained by
this fact. They think that in recognizing “reality by means of another
interpretation”—in changing consciousness—they are moving to a ra-
tionally more adequate interpretation—to a more adequate form of
consciousness. They think that their philosophical methods can sur-
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mount reality’s taint (as seems also to be the view implicit in the “Cor-
respondence” from the Jahrbücher). This Marx denies.

When Marx says that “German critique has, right up to its latest
efforts, never left the realm of philosophy” (DI 18/28), the complaint is
methodological. It is that the Young Hegelians do not see consciousness
as constrained by its social context. They feel that they can attain an
Archimedean mental standpoint, one insulated from all aspects of social
life or individual psychology that might distort one’s judgment.

In the last chapter I introduced the privileged standpoint thesis, the
claim that correct understanding of central facts about human beings
can proceed only from a certain standpoint. I change the terminology
here in order to incorporate a claim about what is supposed to make
each of the Young Hegelians’ standpoints privileged (I leave aside the
question of whether the claim applies to all privileged standpoints)—
namely, that it is sufficiently free from the distortions generated by the
senses, institutional conditioning, psychological yearnings, etc. that be-
liefs formed from such a standpoint about such things as the human
relation to the world or the human self-realization activity—about hu-
man nature in general—are justified simply because they are beliefs
formed from that standpoint (justification is thus purely procedural).18

Each Young Hegelian—so I read Marx as saying—specifies such a
standpoint. Call a privileged standpoint of this kind an insulated stand-
point.19 With the knowledge of human nature they think accessible from
an insulated standpoint, the Young Hegelians believe that they can
assess whether existing institutions facilitate or inhibit a truly human
life.

In the end, then, I take Marx’s basic accusation to be that the Young
Hegelians remain methodological rationalists. For Descartes, the illu-
sions produced by the senses can be left behind, and one can ultimately
attain to truth by the light of reason. The Young Hegelians, Marx is
saying, similarly think that the illusions of social life can be left behind
if one takes the standpoint of “self-consciousness” or the “species” or
the “ego.” The objection to an insulated standpoint is not so much that
it is abstract or disengaged (in contrast to the objections to the philoso-
pher’s standpoint or to that of civil society [see Chapter 7]). The objec-
tion is that it mistakenly presumes insulation from the impact of social
reality, and so mistakenly presumes that what it registers must be pure
truth.
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As an attack on Bauer, there is nothing surprising here. Both before
and after 1843 he believes the standpoint of “critique” to be free of all
illusion. That defines the Bauerian critic’s standpoint. That is what
makes it “the higher standpoint” (Ein 146). From such a standpoint,
one could not be deceived about, e.g., the human relation to the world or
the human self-realization activity.

With respect to Stirner and Feuerbach, though, Marx might seem off
the mark. Both explicitly attack the rationalist tradition. Stirner de-
clares that “[t]he fixed idea may also be perceived as ‘maxim,’ ‘princi-
ple,’ ‘standpoint,’ and the like. Archimedes, to move the earth, asked for
a standpoint outside it. People sought continually for this standpoint,
and every one seized upon it as well as he was able. This foreign stand-
point is the world of mind, of ideas, thoughts, concepts, essences; it is
heaven. Heaven is the ‘standpoint’ from which the earth is moved,
earthly doings surveyed and—despised.”20 Stirner says further, “Phi-
losophy”—which he is attacking—“cannot hereafter achieve anything
higher, for its highest is the omnipotence of mind, the almightiness of
mind.”21 He swipes at Feuerbach with the remark “[t]he human religion
is only the last metamorphosis of the Christian religion,”22 and he
swipes at the Young Hegelians in sarcasm that reads like The German
Ideology itself: “Now nothing but mind rules in the world. An innumer-
able multitude of concepts buzz about in people’s heads, and what are
those doing who endeavor to get further? They are negating these
concepts to put new ones in their place! They say, ‘You form a false
concept of right, of the state, of human being, of liberty, of truth, of
marriage, etc.; the concept of right, etc., is rather that one which we
now set up.’ Thus the confusion of concepts moves forward.”23

The Archimedean standpoint—“a standpoint outside” the world
(that is, insulated from it)—is attacked; the goal of “negating” concepts
is attacked; the claim is made that even those who think themselves
philosophically radical, e.g., Feuerbach, remain within the (implicitly
religious) tradition they reject. Possibly part of Marx’s fury at Stirner,
and clearly part of the reason for responding to him, stems from
Stirner’s claim that communism, too, fits this pattern.24 So what is the
basis for Marx’s tu quoque response to Stirner?

It is that Stirner, in the end, thinks that all one must do is to recog-
nize oneself as an “egoist.” “The own person,” he writes, “is the free-
born, the person free to begin with. . . [He] is originally free, because he
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recognizes nothing but himself.”25 And: “[M]y object is not the over-
throw of an established order but my elevation above it.”26 Like those
he attacks, Stirner in the end demands a change of consciousness. The
change he demands is that people stop trying to change their conscious-
ness, but rather accept their existing individual impulses and desires:
“Christianity’s magic circle would be broken, if the strained relation
between existence and calling, that is, between me as I am and me as I
should be, ceased.”27 Here the Archimedean point is “what I am.”
Stirner even calls this a standpoint without presuppositions:

I on my part start from a presupposition in presupposing myself . . .
[but] I consume my presupposition, and nothing else, and exist
only in consuming it. But that presupposition is therefore none at
all: for, as I am the Unique, I know nothing of the duality of a
presupposing and a pre-supposed ego . . . but this, that I consume
myself, means only that I am. I do not presuppose myself, because
I am every moment just positing or creating myself, and am I only
by being not presupposed but posited, and, again, posited only in
the moment when I posit myself; that is, I am creator and creature
[Schöpfer und Geschöpf] in one.28

I am supposed to be engaged in a process of “positing” and so “creat-
ing” myself. Now, (a) from within the process certain distinctions (pre-
supposing/presupposed; creator/created) do not arise, and (b) seeing
oneself as within that process is the correct standpoint, reveals the truth
about oneself. Here again there is something reminiscent of Marx. In
the Manuscripts, Marx insists that we are always engaged in a self-crea-
tive process and that certain distinctions (such as creator/created) make
sense only in abstraction from that process. He says similar things in
The German Ideology. Such similarities, however, only highlight what, to
Marx, is Stirner’s fundamental mistake: to believe that this change of
consciousness is something an individual can accomplish now—i.e.,
prior to social change. Marx is talking specifically of Stirner when he
says that the philosopher “imagines that his moral demand to people—
the demand that they should change their consciousness—will bring
about this altered consciousness, and in people who have changed ow-
ing to changed empirical conditions and who, of course, now also pos-
sess a different consciousness, he sees nothing but a changed [con-
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sciousness]” (DI 232/250). Stirner is guilty of urging us to bridge, by
purely intellectual means, the gap between the consciousness that
agents currently do have and the consciousness that they allegedly
ought to have. He tells us, Marx says, that “you should be different from
what you really are” (DI 233/250).

As for Feuerbach, he attacks the Cartesian tradition on the grounds
of its abstractness. He explicitly rejects any rationalist Archimedean
standpoint. He does not, however, reject an Archimedean standpoint
per se. The illusions of religion and philosophy that Feuerbach attacks
are to be dispelled by a mental shift, by his method of inversion. Feuer-
bach urges us to engage in this inversion and so to attain to truth: “[W]e
need only invert speculative philosophy and then have the unmasked,
pure, bare truth” (VT 244/157; see also WC 415/274–75). Marx’s com-
plaint is that this is to be a Cartesian by other means. It is to assume that
some form of purely mental acrobatics can separate the false from the
true. Feuerbach’s desired standpoint may be that of a redeemed every-
day life; it may be not at all an abstract standpoint whose goal is to
surmount the mire of ordinary, material existence; nevertheless, it is
supposed to be an insulated standpoint.

Feuerbach too, then, believes that human beings can get rid of “false
ideas about themselves, about what they are and what they ought to be”
(DI 13/23) by taking a new standpoint. He and Stirner may think that
they reject the rationalist tradition. I take Marx to be saying that their
reliance on an insulated standpoint keeps them within it.

The Young Hegelians think that the changes in consciousness they
demand are changes to standpoints insulated from distortion with re-
gard to beliefs about such things as self-realization or, more generally,
human nature. They think that beliefs acquired via such standpoints are
true by virtue of being acquired in that way. Marx denies that such a
standpoint can currently be taken. This certainly looks like a change
from the Theses, where great emphasis was put on taking the proper
standpoint. It is probably correct to say that in the Theses Marx thinks of
the standpoint of social humanity as an insulated standpoint. So it looks
as if in the Theses he is guilty of the methodological sin against which he
now inveighs. I defer until the next chapter the discussion of what is
new and different in The German Ideology. I defer until Chapter 10 the
assessment of Marx’s denial of the possibility of an insulated standpoint.
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In this chapter I want to get clear on his methodological alternative,
what he calls “empirical” verification.

3. Empirical Verification

Marx acknowledges that his own “mode of approach is not presupposi-
tionless [voraussetzungslos]” (DI 27/37). But he says of these presupposi-
tions that they are “real” (DI 27/37) and asserts that they can be
“verified in a purely empirical way [sind . . . auf rein empirischem Wege
konstatierbar]” (DI 20/31).

There are two reasons for this insistence on empirical verification.
First, much of The German Ideology represents a shift in subject matter
from religion to history and economics. The materialist theory of his-
tory is, of course, the centerpiece here. Even aside from it, however,
Marx makes many specific historical claims. These are clearly intended
to be confirmed or disconfirmed by historical data. For instance, Marx
says, “In the case of the nations which grew out of the middle ages,
tribal property evolved through various stages—feudal landed property,
corporative movable property, capital invested in manufacture—to
modern capital, determined by large-scale industry and universal com-
petition” (DI 61–2/89). Marx would undoubtedly think it proper to
revise this claim were evidence found that tribal property has usually
moved directly to capital invested in manufacture, bypassing the stages
of feudal landed property and corporative movable property. Here “em-
pirical verification” is straightforward. One tests one’s thesis by the
data. (From this angle, part of the complaint against the Young
Hegelians is actually an inversion of the eleventh thesis on Feuerbach:
it is less that the Young Hegelians do not see that reality has to be
changed than that they do not see that reality—social and economic
life—has to be interpreted, that is, understood.)

The second source of empirical verification’s appeal is that it can
defeat objective illusion (see Chapter 6). It is rational to believe that air
is not homogeneous because the science of chemistry has a theory
about the composition of air, and that theory has been empirically
tested and has passed the test. Air may still appear homogeneous. It is
rational to believe that it is not.

My claim is that Marx turns to “empirical verification” in large part
because he sees it as providing a kind of objectivity that obviates the
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need for a standpoint shift. If empirical tests can provide a rational basis
to believe the truth of some thesis T, then there is no need for agents to
change consciousness or take some specialized standpoint or shift their
orientation in order to have good reason to believe T is true. Empirical
verification provides, even prior to social change, rational ground for
one’s beliefs. It obviates the need to wrestle with whether one’s stand-
point really is free of institutional or psychological taint. In contrasting
his method to those of the Young Hegelians, Marx believes his is not
only rational because empirical, but that because his method is empiri-
cal, his claims can currently—under capitalism—be seen to be rationally
justified.29

My concern is not whether Marx’s faith in empirical testing as the
paradigm of rationality is justified. Nor is it with the similarities and
differences between him and positivist or empiricist contemporaries
such as Comte or Mill. My concern is the kinds of claims that Marx
thinks empirically verifiable. Many are claims about social and eco-
nomic history. But where Marx actually talks of the “presuppositions”
that are to be empirically verified, he says some quite peculiar things:
“The presuppositions [Voraussetzungen] from which we begin are not
arbitrary ones, not dogmas [Dogmen], but real presuppositions from
which abstraction can only be made in the imagination. They are the
real individuals, their activity, and the material conditions under which
they live, both those which they find already existing and those pro-
duced by their activity. These presuppositions can thus be verified in a
purely empirical way” (DI 20/31). “Dogmas” refers to the religious
dogmas that the Young Hegelians deciphered and attacked. Marx is
concerned with something more concrete: “the real individuals, their
activity, and the material conditions under which they live.” In one
sense this is again just a shift in subject matter from religion to econom-
ics and social and economic history. The oddity is in speaking of indi-
viduals, activity, and material conditions as “presuppositions.” Marx’s
Voraussetzungen are elements and processes of the physical world. What
is being presupposed? That such things exist? That the proposition
“Individuals and their activity, etc. exist” is true?

In the first sentence of the next paragraph, Marx says, “The first
Voraussetzung of all human history is, of course, the existence of living
human individuals” (DI 20/31). Reading Voraussetzung here as “pre-
requisite” rather than “presupposition” we get: “The first prerequisite
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of all human history is, of course, the existence of living human indi-
viduals.”30

This is a clear enough claim. It is also at least partially a tautology.
Without the existence, now or in the past, of human individuals, there
is no human history. Whether the existence of such beings is the “first”
prerequisite of human history is perhaps harder to say (or even to make
sense of). The real question, though, is how to verify empirically the
Voraussetzung in question. That Voraussetzung is the claim: “There are
or have been living human individuals.” This is not a tautology. Human
beings might never have existed. The question is how we empirically
verify that they do. The answer is puzzlingly simple: not by amassing
data or making tests, but by simply turning one’s gaze and seeing that
human beings do exist. This is, to put it mildly, a strange form of
“empirical verification.”

Take another passage:

With the presuppositionless [voraussetzungslosen] Germans we
must begin by stating the first presupposition [or prerequisite] of
all human existence and, therefore of all history, the presupposi-
tion [or prerequisite], namely, that human beings must be in a
position to live in order to be able to “make history.” But to life
belongs before everything else eating and drinking, a habitation,
clothing and various other things. (DI 28/41–42; see also DI
217/236)

There is the mockery of Bauer’s (and perhaps Stirner’s) presupposition-
less standpoint. And the assertion of an “empirical” presupposition:
human beings must find a way to keep themselves alive. This is “a basic
condition [Grundbedingung]of all history, which, today as thousands of
years ago, must daily and hourly be fulfilled” (DI 28/42).

Perhaps this claim is another tautology: if human beings are not “in a
position to live,” they will die, and there will be no human history. Still,
presumably the other assertions in the passage are to be empirically
verified. But once again verification is not the stuff of social science:
“[T]o life belongs before everything else eating and drinking, a habita-
tion, clothing and various other things.” This is not a logical truth.
Human physiology might have been different. Animals do not need
clothing. Some do not need habitations. It is, though, a truth about the
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human condition. How is it to be empirically verified? By common
experience and the simplest observations of daily life.31 Again Marx
appeals to what is there, directly before our eyes.

I am stressing passages that might seem to be mere carelessness or
hyperbole. I think they are not. Read in the context of the Comments,
the Manuscripts, and the Theses (at least as I have read those works), they
express Marx’s continuing uncertainty about the scope of the epistemo-
logical role he attributes to our practical interactions with the world.
They also lead directly to The German Ideology’s attempt to settle ac-
counts with philosophy. Empirical verification is not only the method
appropriate for the new research areas that Marx wants us to turn to. It
is also said to be the method for handling the classic problems of phi-
losophy: taking matters, Marx says, “as they really are and happened . . .
every profound philosophical problem is resolved quite simply into
an empirical fact” (DI 43/39). This is reminiscent of the claim in the
Manuscripts that the resolution of philosophical antitheses is “only pos-
sible in a practical way” (ÖpM 542/302). The difference is that, in ap-
pealing to “an empirical fact,” the Marx of The German Ideology thinks
that the resolution of “every profound philosophical problem” is possi-
ble now, prior to that communist society in which “[t]he senses have . . .
become theorists directly in their practice” (ÖpM 540/300). The idea
seems to be that we can currently see the “empirical facts” into which
philosophical problems can be resolved, just as we can see other empiri-
cal facts (e.g., the results of the tests for air’s heterogeneity), without the
need to change consciousness or take an insulated standpoint. I have
examined Marx’s odd use of “empirical verification” in part as a lead-in
to his accounts of how particular philosophical problems can be re-
solved into empirical facts.

For terminological clarity, “scientific empirical verification” should
be distinguished from “everyday empirical verification.” Scientific em-
pirical verification is simply a commonplace positivist view of science. A
theory is tested by data that are both (more or less) uncontroversial and
(more or less) distinct from the theory being tested. Everyday empirical
verification involves observing human life and confirming the presence
of certain easily visible aspects of that life.

The antecedents of this distinction are in Feuerbach’s distinction
between “the natural scientific reality of sensuousness” and “its absolute
reality” (V 188), and in his ambiguous insistence that the “senses, too,
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are the organs of philosophy” (AP 145/137). For Feuerbach, the break
from philosophy involves both a commitment to natural science and a
transformation in how we relate to (in the terms from the last chapter,
how we are oriented to) the natural world. In §6 I discuss whether the
Marx of The German Ideology is in the end also concerned with such a
transformation.

4. Antiphilosophy I

Like Feuerbach, the Marx of The German Ideology is an antiphilosopher.
And like Feuerbach, for Marx, this means several different things. Here
the categories from Chapter 2 will again be useful. Let us begin with
Marx’s moments of utter dismissal of philosophy: “[W]here speculation
ends, in real life, begins real, positive science. . . Empty phrases about
consciousness end, and real knowledge has to take their place. When
the reality is depicted, a self-sufficient philosophy loses its medium of
existence. At the best its place can only be taken by a summing-up of
the most general results, which can be abstracted from the observation
of the historical development of human beings” (DI 27/37). One sense
in which philosophical problems are to be solved empirically is appar-
ently through a process of generalizing from data.32 This “summing-
up” of general results might mean that philosophical problems are to be
replaced by topics in the special sciences. Perhaps we are to make em-
pirically verifiable generalizations about human behavior rather than
untestable abstract arguments about mind and body: “One has to ‘leave
philosophy aside,’ one has to leap out of it and devote oneself like an
ordinary human being to the study of reality” (DI 218/236). Traditional
philosophical issues would simply be ignored. This is consistent with
the contempt that Marx sometimes shows for philosophy: “Philosophy
and the study of the real world have the same relation to one another as
onanism and sexual love” (DI 218/236). The first activity is empty and
sterile; the second, satisfying and life-creating. The first is to be left
“aside.”33

Elsewhere Marx is doing something more complicated. This is best
seen in the passages sometimes cited to prove Marx’s alleged meta-
physical materialism.34 An exhaustive account would have to exhaust the
variants of metaphysical materialism and so the senses in which Marx is
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not a materialist. Here I stick to the variants that have played a sig-
nificant role in the Marxist tradition.

Take the following claims:

1. Matter is metaphysically primary:
(a) Consciousness can be reduced to matter, i.e., only matter “re-

ally” exists.
(b) Consciousness is a product of matter.

2. Matter is chronologically prior to consciousness.
3. Matter can exist apart from consciousness, i.e., there are extra-

mental entities.

In Ludwig Feuerbach and the Outcome of Classical German Philosophy,
Engels asserts (3). The message of materialism, he says, is that “[n]ature
exists independently of all philosophy” (LudF 272/18). Engels also as-
serts (1b), praising Feuerbach for having realized that “[m]atter is not a
product of mind, but mind itself is merely the highest product of mat-
ter. This is, of course, pure materialism” (LudF 277–78/25). And
Engels asserts (1a): “[M]aterialism conceives nature as the sole reality”
(LudF 272/17). Most interestingly, Engels says: “The question of the
relation of thinking to being, of mind to nature, the paramount ques-
tion of the whole of philosophy . . . the question: which is primary,
mind or nature—that question, in relation to the Church, was sharp-
ened into this: ‘Did God create the world or has the world been in
existence eternally?’” (LudF 275/21). Here Engels is presenting a sche-
matic history of philosophy, but he accepts that the debate between
idealism and materialism should be phrased as a debate about the crea-
tion: “[t]hese two expressions, idealism and materialism, primarily sig-
nify nothing more than this” (LudF 275/21; presumably Engels here
has materialism in sense 2 in mind).

This way of casting the issue entails (implausibly) that atheists must be
materialists (as they deny the creation). Now, if the issue is cast this way,
and if one is an atheist and thus a materialist in sense 2 (and so also in
sense 3), and if one accepts the findings of natural science, one might
end up reasoning as Lenin does in Materialism and Empirio-Criticism:

Natural science positively asserts that the earth once existed in
such a state that no man or any other creature existed or could have
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existed on it. Organic matter is a later phenomenon, the fruit of a
long evolution. It follows that there was no sentient matter, no
“complexes of sensation,” no self that was supposedly “indissol-
ubly” connected with the environment in accordance with Ave-
narius’ doctrine. Matter is primary, and thought, consciousness,
sensation are products of a very high development.35

Lenin’s argument is that (2) and (3) are true, and therefore (1b) is true.
The point is not the details of such arguments. The point is that in

posing the metaphysical question, neither Engels nor Lenin is deflating
it. They take it very seriously. Feuerbach argued that the question of
the creation was incoherent if asked as a question about the creation of
“the All” (WC 336/218). Only questions about the creation of particu-
lar entities are coherent, and these natural science can answer (WC
337/218). Engels is addressing the creation of “the All.” In Anti-
Dühring, he says that “[a]s soon as each separate science is required to
get clarity as to its position in the great totality of things and of our
knowledge of things, a special science dealing with this totality is su-
perfluous” (AntD 24/31). A special philosophical science is said to be-
come superfluous at a certain point in time (it is not said to be revealed
always to have been logically misguided), to be replaceable by the proper
aggregation of the “separate sciences.” Engels seems to think such a
unified science (“our knowledge of things”) will actually answer the
philosophical question.36 Similarly, in the passage quoted above, Lenin
takes the results of natural science to refute, not to deflate, idealism.

To see how Marx differs, we can look at a passage in which he men-
tions the same issues. The context is a polemic against Feuerbach’s
failure to recognize the alteration of nature by human industry: “So
much is this activity, this unceasing sensuous labor and creation, this
production, the foundation of the whole sensuous world as it now exists
that, were it interrupted only for a year, Feuerbach would not only find
an enormous change in the natural world, but would very soon find that
the whole human world and his own perceptive faculty [An-
schauungsvermögen], nay his own existence, were missing” (DI 44/40).
Marx then says, “Of course, in all this the priority of external nature
remains unassailed, and all this has no application to the original human
beings produced by generatio aequivoca; but this distinction has meaning
only insofar as the human being is considered to be distinct from na-
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ture” (DI 44/40). The final clause is crucial. Marx is struggling with two
perspectives. On the one hand, he is committed to the results of the
natural sciences. Chronologically, nature existed prior to human beings
and would continue to exist were human beings to disappear. Human
beings must work to keep themselves and their “perceptive faculty” in
existence. We do not need to work to keep nature in existence. On the
other hand—and this is the difference from Engels and Lenin—Marx
does not then jump to a metaphysical materialism of any stripe. Instead,
he says, “this distinction has meaning only insofar as the human being is
considered to be distinct from nature,” suggesting that the human be-
ing is not necessarily to be considered in this way. Moreover, just before
this passage, he refers mockingly to “the important question of the
relation of the human being to nature” and he attacks Bauer for think-
ing of human history and nature as “two separate ‘things’” (DI 43/39).
Apparently, neither human beings nor their history are to be thought of
as “things” that are “separate” from nature.

Care is needed to see the different levels at which Marx is addressing
different questions. One might ask whether particular objects—the
building my office is in, the keyboard I’m typing on, even the earth—
would continue to exist were human beings to vanish. The answer is, of
course, yes. Our knowledge (based on experience) of how material ob-
jects decay tells us that if human beings suddenly vanished, the build-
ing, the keyboard, and the earth would all continue to exist for varying
lengths of time.

On the other hand, one might ask whether these objects as a total-
ity—Feuerbach’s “All”—would exist were human beings to die out.
This is more difficult. I know what it is for particular objects, even an
object as large as the earth, to stop existing. It is not clear to me what it
would be for the All to stop existing. And even to attempt to answer
such a question seems to require a standpoint outside the All from which
its potential nonexistence could be observed. It may be that such a
standpoint is not coherent. At a minimum, it requires imagining oneself
as no longer part of the natural, embodied world. The question has
“meaning only insofar as the human being is considered to be distinct
from nature.” One must (at a minimum) take the standpoint of a being
outside of nature to get the question going.

In the first clause of the crucial sentence (beginning “Of course, in
all this . . .”), I take Marx to be affirming a particular existence claim
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(nature—trees, dirt, oceans—existed before humans), and in the second
clause (“but this distinction has meaning . . .”) I take him to be avoid-
ing a more global one. I take his point to be that human beings can
be considered distinct from any particular part of nature, so that one
can meaningfully ask whether that part exists independently of hu-
man existence, but that (and here there is no change from the 1844
discussion of the creation) human beings ought not to be considered
distinct from nature as a whole (“as though these were two separate
‘things’”). They ought not to be considered as beings abstracted from
nature (as a whole), and so faced with questions like whether nature (as
a whole) can exist apart from the existence of such abstracted human
beings.37

I take Marx to be trying to avoid the standpoint from which the
idealism/materialism issue can be formulated.38 That is different from
claiming that the way to answer the issue is via the appropriate organi-
zation and development of unified science.

Consider the remark that labor is “the foundation of the whole sen-
suous world as it now exists.” This assertion might seem to support the
idealist reading that holds that Marx believes that there is no nature
apart from human laboring activity. In fact, the phrase “as it now exists”
indicates that he means only that the natural world has by now been
everywhere affected by human labor. That is his explicit claim at the
end of the paragraph when he asserts that “the nature that preceded
human history . . . no longer exists anywhere” (DI 44/40). Marx may be
wrong about this, but nothing metaphysical hangs on the matter. Even
if he were right, a physical world would remain, and it would be com-
posed of physical objects that would be ontologically the same as before
their alteration by industry.

To raise the issue of whether there is some independently existing
reality on which labor operates is either to ask concrete questions about
particular instances of human world-shaping activity (tree-cutting,
atom-smashing), in which case the answer is yes (the trees and atoms do
exist independently), or it is to abstract from all such concrete questions
and to ask whether human labor is a transcendental category constitu-
tive of reality, of the All. Putting aside the implausibility of “labor” as
such a category, to raise this question requires taking a standpoint out-
side of nature. That is what Marx refused to do in 1844 and in the
Theses. He is still refusing to do so.
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5. Antiphilosophy II

We need to look further at Marx’s alleged resolution of the problem of
“the relation of the human being to nature.” He sneers at the attempted
solutions by the “‘unfathomably lofty works’ on ‘substance’ [Hegel] and
‘self-consciousness’ [Bauer].”39 So I take the problem to be the tradi-
tional one of the relation of mind or consciousness to an external world.
Marx says that the problem “crumbles of itself when we understand that
the celebrated ‘unity of the human being with nature’ has always existed
in industry” (DI 43/40).

As a serious philosophical account of that relation, Marx’s invocation
of industry is as much of a nonstarter (and oddly akin to) Feuerbach’s
invocation of digestion as an account of the unity of body and soul. But
Marx is not providing a serious philosophical account; rather, this is
Marx’s paradigmatic example of how a philosophical problem is to be
resolved into an empirical fact. (Incidentally, verification of this fact—
the fact that in industry human beings alter nature and themselves—
must be everyday empirical verification: one observes the human inter-
action with nature in the work process.)

In what sense does the fact of industry resolve the philosophical
problem? There is a deflationary element. Marx seems in part to be
trying to deflate the question of the relation of human beings to nature
into concrete questions about the historical development of human
productive forces: “the celebrated ‘unity of the human being with na-
ture’ has always existed in industry and has existed in varying forms in
every epoch according to the lesser or greater development of industry”
(DI 43/40). Apparently, what needs examination are these varying
forms, not some metaphysical question.

But if deflation is at work here, it operates differently from Feuer-
bach’s deflationary move with regard to the creation. Feuerbach took
himself to be making a logical point. He claimed that the question of
the creation relies on categories (natural cause/effect) that are inappli-
cable to the entity (the All) whose creation is asked about. Marx never
says, nor should he say, that the “unity” of human beings and nature
can, logically, only involve particular forms of concrete human/nature
interaction, that to ask about a larger form of unity is to make a cate-
gory mistake. To rule out of court any larger form of unity is to make a
substantive claim. The question is what justifies such a claim.
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Marx says that he wants us to see things “as they really are and
happened” (DI 43/39). What do we see? That in the process of industry
human beings interact with nature in various ways, simultaneously
changing it and themselves? Granted. That this fact makes the philo-
sophical problem crumble? Why should it do so?

One could read Marx here as entirely dismissive. It is not that one
cannot make sense of issues larger than the examination of particular
forms of the work process; one simply ought not to bother. The philo-
sophical problem crumbles in the sense of being discarded.

In fact, however, what Marx says is that the problem will crumble of
itself when we understand that the unity of human beings and nature
has always existed in industry. The problem will crumble not when we
ignore it but when we have a certain insight about it. There is some-
thing Marx wants us to grasp. I take Marx to be concerned here with the
fundamental human relation to the world. He thinks that industry is our
fundamental relation to the world. In one form or another this has been
his view since 1844. Of course now Marx is neither deflating nor dis-
missing the issue of the relation of human beings to nature. He is
answering a real question. As in Chapter 7, however, it is not a meta-
physical question to be answered by the construction of a metaphysical
theory.

For this second reading to work, though, one must come to regard
our interaction with nature in the work process as exemplifying our
fundamental relation to the world. One must regard it as the “cele-
brated ‘unity of the human being and nature.’” And this means that one
must undergo a change of consciousness—just what empirical verifica-
tion was to make unnecessary.

This is one instance of a recurrent problem in The German Ideology.
To make palpable the force of his approach to philosophical issues,
Marx seems to need to change our consciousness (to get us to take—and
to see the “correctness” of—a new standpoint). That was all right for
Feuerbach, for whom such a move generated no internal inconsistency.
It is not all right for Marx. To see the problem’s further manifestations
we need to look at other passages.

Marx says that the first historical act is the production of the means
for satisfying human needs (DI 28/42). This in turn, he says, produces
new needs.40 The general process of satisfying needs also involves the
production of new human beings: “The third circumstance which from
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the beginning, enters into historical development is that human beings,
who daily re-create their own life, begin to make other human beings,
to reproduce” (DI 29/42). A fourth circumstance is that a social element
is, then, part of the “production of life, both of one’s own in labor and of
fresh life in procreation” (DI 29/43).

Then Marx says, “Only now, after having considered four moments,
four aspects of primary historical relationships, do we find that the
human being also possesses ‘consciousness’” (DI 30/43). And later in
this paragraph: “Consciousness is, therefore, from the beginning a so-
cial product, and remains so as long as human beings exist at all” (DI
31/44). Consciousness is called a “social product.” It looks as if Marx is
being a materialist in sense 1b.

Now, in saying that consciousness is a social product, Marx does not
mean that consciousness follows the existence of society chronologi-
cally, that first there were the “four aspects of the primary historical
relationships” and then consciousness arose. Chronologically, the first
three aspects are said to be simultaneous: “These three aspects of social
activity are not of course to be taken as three different stages but just as
three aspects . . . which have existed simultaneously since the dawn of
history and the first human beings, and which still assert themselves in
history today” (DI 29/43). The fourth aspect is apparently on the same
footing: “Thus it is quite obvious from the beginning that there exists a
materialist connection of human beings with one another, which is
determined by their needs and their mode of production, and which is
as old as human beings themselves” (DI 30/43). Finally, consciousness,
too, is a social product right from the start. If it is “‘burdened’ with
matter,” it is so “from the beginning” (DI 30/43 and 30/44). There is no
suggestion that “from the beginning” refers to the start of conscious-
ness as distinct from the simultaneous start of the satisfaction of needs,
of reproduction, and so forth. Chronologically, consciousness is on a
par with the other “aspects of social activity.” What it means for con-
sciousness to be a social product is that, unlike nature, it does not exist
apart from human society.

Empirical verification of Marx’s claims about the various aspects of
social activity clearly has nothing to do with tests or data. The “first
historical act . . . a basic condition of all history . . . today, as thousands
of years ago, must daily and hourly be fulfilled” (DI 28/42). Those first
three “aspects of social activity . . . still assert themselves in history
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today.” In general, the simultaneous production of consciousness and
the physical means of existence should be visible in our everyday world.
Verification here can only be everyday empirical verification.

What follows from the simultaneity of these various aspects of social
activity? From the chronological priority of nature to humanity, Lenin
deduced a metaphysical conclusion. Marx deduces nothing so grand. A
crossed-out passage in the manuscript contains the sentence “We know
only a single science, the science of history” (DI 18n/28n). If it is
history that is to resolve “every profound philosophical problem . . .
quite simply into an empirical fact,” then the facts are that nature ex-
isted prior to human beings (and so prior to consciousness) and that
society and consciousness have always existed together and still visibly
do so. The questions are questions of chronology and have concrete
answers, and that is an end to the issue.

Marx is thus a materialist in senses 2 and 3 (matter existed prior to
and so can exist apart from consciousness). But he is in fact not a materi-
alist in sense 1b, the metaphysical materialism often attributed to him.
Of course one could say that the chronological priority of matter and
the denial of God’s existence together suggest that in some sense con-
sciousness arose out of matter. But I take (1b) to be the claim that
particular bits of matter (bits of human matter) are constantly producing
particular bits of consciousness. And the question that this claim is
supposed to answer is one I think Marx wants to be rid of. Chronologi-
cally, human matter and consciousness are said to be simultaneous. And
here I take chronology to end the issue.

Once again, however, Marx seems to need one to look at things in a
particular way if one is to see that chronology does end the issue, to see
that the relation of mind to matter does reduce to the readily observable
everyday intertwining of mental and physical activity. One could easily
admit that in daily life there is this intertwining, yet argue that this
shows nothing about the relation of mind and matter. To see Marx’s
facts as dispositive, as the resolution of the mind/matter relation, one
seems to need to look at things from a particular perspective.

Marx admits that his is a particular “mode of approach” (Betrachtung-
sweise—other possible translations: mode of view, manner of observa-
tion): “With the first mode of approach one starts from consciousness
taken as the living individual; with the second—which corresponds to
real life—from the real living individuals themselves, and consciousness
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is considered solely as their consciousness” (DI 27/37). The philosopher
has her reasons for starting with consciousness. What justifies using
Marx’s and not the philosopher’s Betrachtungsweise?

Marx says of his Betrachtungsweise that it “is not presuppositionless. It
starts out from the real presuppositions and does not abandon them for
a moment. Its presuppositions are human beings, not in any fantastic
isolation and fixity but in their real, empirically perceptible process of
development under definite conditions” (DI 27/37). This sounds as if
once more Marx is trying to show that his view differs methodologically
from the Young Hegelians’. Even if we are supposed to begin with a
certain Betrachtungsweise, its legitimacy will be argued for empirically—
that is, without needing to take any special standpoint.

But of course the only thing that can be empirically verified is that
human beings do exist in a “process of development under definite
conditions.” It cannot be empirically verified that the Betrachtungsweise
that focuses on such beings “and does not abandon them for a moment”
is the road to truth about such things as the mind/matter relationship.
Marx might get important results for the study of history and econom-
ics from this Betrachtungsweise. In general, with respect to the social
sciences, such a mode of approach might be the most productive way to
go. But that fact would show nothing about the approach’s rational
superiority with respect to such topics as the mind/matter relationship,
its superiority compared to that philosopher’s Betrachtungsweise that
starts out from consciousness. As before, recognizing that form of ra-
tional superiority seems to be something one must simply see, seems to
require a shift in the standpoint from which one sees the world—but
according to The German Ideology that is to relapse into Young
Hegelianism.

At issue is how to show that a philosophical problem is reducible to
an empirical fact. One possibility would be to explain how the question
has arisen, to diagnose it:

The production of ideas, of conceptions, of consciousness is at first
directly interwoven with the material activity, the material inter-
course of human beings, the language of real life. Conceiving,
thinking, the mental intercourse of human beings at this stage [of
history, i.e., comparatively early society] still appear as the direct
efflux [Ausfluss] of their material behavior. The same applies to
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mental production as expressed in the language of the politics,
laws, morality, religion, metaphysics, etc., of a people. (DI 26/36)

This passage is often read as evidence that Marx believes that ideas are
produced by (human) matter, that they are the “direct efflux” of mate-
rial behavior. On the basis of this phrase, Marx is sometimes classified,
in current jargon, as an epiphenomenalist.41 My claim, however, is that
he is not concerned with answering but with diagnosing and dissolving
the philosophical problem. In fact, the phrase “direct efflux” comes
after the phrase intended to provide whatever view there is here of the
relation of mind to matter. Mental and physical processes are said to be
“at first directly interwoven.” This is a historical claim. In early society,
there is no cultural sphere so distinct from agriculture, hunting, etc. as
to have the appearance of autonomous development. Consciousness is
merely consciousness of a limited set of direct interactions with the
material world: “Consciousness is at first, of course, merely conscious-
ness concerning the immediate sensuous environment and conscious-
ness of the limited connection with other persons and things outside
the individual who is growing self-conscious” (DI 31/44). As always,
ideas do occur within the process of material production. In early soci-
ety they also appear to do so.

In subsequent eras, the ways in which consciousness and material
behavior are interwoven become more indirect. With the rise of a
distinct sphere of mental production, consciousness comes to appear
autonomous. Marx seems to believe that as brain-work becomes a
special activity ideas come to appear to have a life of their own, ap-
pear to exist apart from their roles in the complex web of all human
activities. And consciousness, as the part of human life dealing with
ideas, comes itself to seem distinct from the rest of human life,
no longer appears to be the direct efflux of material behavior (DI
31/45).

The emphasis on the interweaving of consciousness and material life
might lead philosophers of mind to give Marx a different label, now to
see him as an interactionist. But I don’t see his remarks as staking out
any philosophical position. He is noting what is clearly the case, and
talking about how appearances have changed historically. Mental and
physical processes are clearly interwoven in ordinary life. “Conceiving,
thinking, the mental intercourse of human beings” continues to exist in
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the process of material production, and even a speculating philosopher
is always a breathing material being, standing or sitting or pacing. In a
straightforward sense, ordinary human life always involves both mental
and physical activity: body and mind always exist and function (well or
ill) together. I don’t think any philosopher of mind would deny this.
Pointing it out doesn’t commit one to any particular philosophical view.

Marx’s stress is on the fact that ideas now appear to be independent.
He is claiming that the disjuncture (generated by the division of mental
and manual labor) between appearance and reality is what has created
the issue about their relationship, has—as a matter of historical fact—
created the philosophical problem of the relation of mind and matter,
has made that relation seem to be a problem. In the terms from Chap-
ter 2, here the resolution of the philosophical problem into an empirical
fact is diagnostic.

Now, a diagnosis of a philosophical problem is also supposed to effect
a cure. If one sees that the mind/matter problem has arisen along with
the division of mental and manual labor, one is supposed to see that
there is no problem per se. Unfortunately, the resolution of the philo-
sophical problem requires a particular interpretation of the empirical
fact, for Marx’s account (even granting its truth) of the genesis of the
mind/matter problem is not obviously relevant to that problem’s reso-
lution. The question of whether certain subatomic particles exist only
arose with the development of recent scientific theory and technology;
that hardly undermines the question. So why should our insight into
the historical origin of the philosopher’s question make it crumble?

Marx objects to the idea that the ego can be “divorced from all its
empirical conditions of life, its activity, the conditions of its existence
. . . separated from the world that forms its basis and from its own body”
(DI 270/289). But he has said nothing to prove that it is incoherent to
attempt such divorcing and such separating.

Under communism, one could “hunt in the morning, fish in the
afternoon, rear cattle in the evening, criticize after dinner” (DI 33/47).
Mental and manual labor would not be separated. One would not en-
gage in all these activities simultaneously, but there would be no distinct
group of persons systematically engaged in only mental activity. Let us
grant Marx the mammoth hypothesis that under such conditions the
true (intertwoven) relationship of the mental and the material would be
clear. Grant that under such conditions Cartesian or other rationalist
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(or metaphysical materialist) views would have no bite. Still, current
conditions are not communist, and so we have no reason to stigmatize
the current appearance that there is a real issue about the relation of
mind and matter as merely an appearance.

This follows from Marx’s own claims, for as the division of mental
and manual labor continues, so do its effects. The illusion is objective.
Pointing to the fact that consciousness and material activity are always
interwoven ought not—given Marx’s other claims—to have the requisi-
te force. It ought to seem—given Marx’s other claims—merely a trivial
fact about human life.42 To demand the opposite would be to demand a
change in consciousness prior to social change. Once again we are back
with a variant of the problem Marx faced in 1844.

6. Transformation

Feuerbach wants his antiphilosophy to be transformative. He is at one
with Hegelians young and old in holding, in Karl Göschel’s words,
that “[t]he philosopher [or antiphilosopher] must also celebrate his day
of pentecost.”43 Marx castigates the Young Hegelians for seeking such
pentecostal change. Yet to justify his own critique of philosophy he
seems to require something similar. Is Marx, despite himself, trying to
transform us?

Marx certainly thinks that communism will produce a transforma-
tion of human beings. He rebukes Stirner for believing that “the com-
munist proletarians who revolutionize society and put the relations of
production and the form of intercourse on a new basis—i.e., on them-
selves as new people, on their new mode of life—remain ‘as of old’” (DI
195/214). Under new conditions, Marx says, they will become new
people. Under communism “[t]he individuals’ consciousness of their
mutual relations will, of course, likewise be entirely different” (DI
425/439), and in the course of the revolution the proletariat “rids itself
of everything that still clings to it from its previous position in society”
(DI 68/88; see also 70/53, 403–404n/418n, 423–24/438). Communist
individuals and their mutual relations will be very different from capi-
talist individuals and their mutual relations. There is nothing inconsis-
tent in such statements. There would be inconsistency only if Marx
were trying to get us to become communist individuals now.

The best evidence of an unacknowledged push in this direction
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comes from Marx’s attack on Feuerbach. I have argued that in §4444

of the Principles and in his later gloss on it in the “Critical Remarks,”
Feuerbach is both endorsing empirical science and trying to transform
us (see Chapter 2, §2). Marx spends some time polemicizing against a
phrase from §44. What is interesting about his attack is that it so misin-
terprets Feuerbach as to come close to replicating Feuerbach’s own
position.

The attack is made in a combination of text and footnote. Here are
the sentences between which the footnote is set:

[In] the contemplation [Anschauung] of the sensuous world, [Feuer-
bach] necessarily runs into things which contradict his conscious-
ness and feeling, which disturb the harmony he presupposes, the
harmony of all parts of the sensuous world and especially of human
beings with nature. To remove this disturbance, he must take ref-
uge in a double perception[Anschauung], a profane one which sees
only the “flatly obvious” [“auf platter Hand Liegende”] and a higher,
philosophical one which perceives the “true essence” [wahre Wesen]
of things. (DI 42–43/39)45

Now the footnote: “Feuerbach’s error is not that he subordinates the
flatly obvious, the sensuous appearance, to the sensuous reality estab-
lished by detailed investigation of the sensuous facts, but that he cannot
in the last resort cope with the sensuous world except by looking at
it with the ‘eyes,’ i.e., through the ‘spectacles’ of the philosopher” (DI
43n/39n). The footnote stakes out the area of agreement. For Feuer-
bach, nature is sometimes deceptive, and scientific investigation must
find the true structure behind everyday appearances (for example, in the
case of minerals [see WC-1 383–84/286]). Marx admits this as well:
sometimes we need to find “the sensuous reality established by detailed
investigation of the sensuous facts.”

The area of apparent disagreement concerns the “flatly obvious.”
Marx accuses Feuerbach of turning from the flatly obvious to a “higher,
philosophical [perception] which perceives the ‘true essence’ of things.”
Marx thus seems to endorse the flatly obvious as the “‘true essence’ of
things,” even if not under that title. At any rate, it is truer than “philo-
sophical” perception. I have argued that, for Feuerbach, ordinary real-
ity is not to be retreated from as something flatly obvious; rather, we are
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to strive for “the unfalsified and objective perception of the sensuous,
that is, of the real” (G §44, 325–26/60). Our current failure to do this is
due to the impact of philosophy and Christianity: we mistakenly regard
ordinary reality as flatly obvious. Feuerbach’s move is supposed to be
the opposite of a retreat to the “spectacles” of the philosopher. He
wants precisely to remove those spectacles. Marx has misread him.
Feuerbach’s injunction is the same as Marx’s: concentrate on appear-
ances, on the natural world present at hand.

Still, there are areas of genuine disagreement. For Marx, the empiri-
cal science of history is vital, whereas it does not come into Feuerbach’s
ken. For Marx, natural sciences such as physics and chemistry are the
handmaidens of, are given their “aim” by, economic interests (DI
44/40). For Marx, the everyday world consists crucially of human be-
ings sweating and suffering to produce their means of existence. Social
life is harsh, and nature itself is plenty red in tooth and claw. Late in The
German Ideology, Marx mockingly quotes the “true socialist” idealiza-
tion of “‘gay flowers . . . tall and stately oaks’” and the absurd anthropo-
morphizing of the heavens: “‘In these revolutions [of the heavenly bod-
ies],’” one of the true socialists writes, “‘I see a unity of life, movement
and happiness’” (DI 459/471). Feuerbach himself is not nearly so bad,
but there is more than a trace of treacly romanticism in him.

Yet what follows from such disagreement? That serious study of ordi-
nary life involves historical and economic explanations? That study of
science’s history involves study of its economic function? These are
unexceptionable prescriptions. They are also irrelevant to what Feuer-
bach is saying. One could declare, “[L]et bread be sacred for us, let wine
be sacred, and also let water be sacred!” (WC 419/278), and still admit
that social science needs to give empirical accounts of why particular
social classes have or have not had sufficient bread, wine, and water, and
to explain the economic determinants of technological progress. One
could also easily admit that Feuerbach “does not deal with history” and
even that “as far as he considers history he is not a materialist” (GI
45/41), if by that one means that Feuerbach does not understand the
explanatory importance of economics for historical and social analysis.
Feuerbach’s transformative project is in no way incompatible with such
analysis. No doubt he knew little of it, and perhaps his project diverts
one from it. On the other hand, so would an obsession with pure
mathematics, and Marx does not object to that activity. That Feuer-
bach’s project is diversionary does not show its content to be false.
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Its content would be false if a different transformative project’s con-
tent were correct. Marx says,

[Feuerbach] does not see that the sensuous world around him is
not a thing given direct from all eternity, remaining ever the same,
but the product of industry and of the state of society. . . Even the
objects of the simplest “sensuous certainty” are only given him
through social development, industry and commercial intercourse.
The cherry tree, like almost all fruit trees, was, as is well known,
only a few centuries ago transplanted by commerce into our zone,
and therefore only by this action of a definite society in a definite
age has it become “sensuous certainty” for Feuerbach. (DI 43/39)

Feuerbach might be ignorant of the fact that the cherry tree is a trans-
plant to Europe, and Marx could adduce bills of lading, merchants’ and
travelers’ reports, etc. to establish that fact. But Feuerbach can hardly
be ignorant of the fact that at least many objects of daily use are “the
product of industry and of the state of society.” If he were, he need only
look around his study to see that Marx is right. What Feuerbach must
not be seeing is that this fact is important—just as he himself claimed
that the fact that we are all members of the human species is important
(see Chapter 1, §1).

Marx says that “in any interpretation of history one has first of all to
observe this basic fact [Grundtatsache] in all its significance and all its
implications and to accord it its due importance” (DI 28/42). The basic
fact is that “to life belongs before everything else eating and drinking,
housing, clothing and various other things” (DI 28/41–42). The most
obvious way in which this is important is as the guiding thread for
historical explanation. But its importance for Marx does not seem lim-
ited to this. Suppose a different theory of history turned out to be
empirically superior to Marx’s, for example, a theory emphasizing cli-
mate as the primary determinant of historical change. Leave aside
whether Marx would really accept that his own theory must be jetti-
soned, whether his central social scientific claims are as empirically
falsifiable as he asserts. Even were he to jettison the materialist theory
of history, life would still “involve before everything else eating, drink-
ing,” and so on. Human beings would still have to produce their means
of existence. Marx’s basic fact would still obtain.

In what sense would it now be basic? Merely biologically? That sur-
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vival is the prerequisite for all else? In the Manuscripts, Marx accords
this basic fact additional priority: it shows how human beings express
their essential nature: “[T]he history of industry and the established
objective existence of industry are the open book of human essential pow-
ers” (ÖpM 542/302). In The German Ideology, however, there is no refer-
ence to “human essential powers.”

The ambiguity goes like this. To explain why Feuerbach’s view is not
just diversionary but genuinely wrong, Marx must hold that the funda-
mental human relation to the external natural world is a very specific
relation that Feuerbach overlooks, namely, the human/natural world
relation in the labor process, the human interaction with nature to
produce material well-being. This is in fact Marx’s view in 1844, and I
have read the Theses as continuous with it. The link to The German
Ideology’s critique of philosophy is that if this interaction with nature is
the fundamental human relation to the world, then the fact of this
interaction, properly recognized (seen as fundamental), would be the
answer (moreover, the right kind of answer) to the philosophical ques-
tion of the relation of human beings to nature. The problem of cur-
rently justifying (without a shift of consciousness, without taking a new
and ostensibly insulated standpoint) the claim that labor is the funda-
mental human/nature relation would remain—but at least Marx’s view
and its substantive difference from Feuerbach’s would be clear.

I think that this is the situation in The German Ideology. Some com-
mentators deny, however, that in that text Marx continues to hold to his
views from 1844. They see in The German Ideology a major break with
Marx’s past. A concept such as “human essential powers” is said not only
not to appear under that name but to be altogether absent (this un-
doubtedly goes as well for reconstructed notions like “fundamental re-
lation”). This reading of The German Ideology would (apparently) ab-
solve Marx of the charge that he falls back into Young Hegelianism, but
it would do so at the cost of making utterly opaque why in that text
Marx thinks Feuerbach not just ignorant of vital research areas but
wrong in his basic stance. There is clearly a change between 1844 and
The German Ideology, and any reading must specify it. To do so we must
first look at The German Ideology’s account of the good life.
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